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W
hen you imagine your perfect life—an amazing 
career, awesome guy, and great friends—you 
don’t think about it ending early. I certainly 
hadn’t, not until an envelope arrived with my 
genetic test results. The letter was full of 
confusing medical language, but one  

figure stood out crystal clear: 87 percent. That, 
according to my doctor, was how likely I was to be 
diagnosed with breast cancer at some point in my 
life. I felt like I had just gotten my death sentence.

I’d gone to the gynecologist in September 2011, 
when I was 17, because of cramps—the last thing on 
my mind was cancer. But while I was there, the 
doctor saw in my medical history that my mom had 
breast cancer years before. He asked if I wanted to be 
tested for BRCA—a mutated gene that can lead to 
breast and ovarian cancers. I thought, Sure, no big 
deal—I just wanted to get the all-clear. A few weeks 
later, the letter arrived. I had the mutated gene.

My results motivated my mom to go back to the 
doctor. At her checkup, she found out her breast 
cancer had returned! So as I met with a genetic 
counselor to learn what the increased risk meant for 
me, my mom underwent four surgeries, including a 
double mastectomy, where doctors removed both 
breasts. Seeing her so weak in the hospital was devastating—but as 
upset as I was about her, I couldn’t help thinking about my future.

My counselor had explained that a double mastectomy was also 
an option for me—it would lower my risk to just five percent. 

Because my mom had first been diagnosed at 32, my doctor told 
me I could get it as early as 22—right when I’d be starting my life. 
I couldn’t believe I was thinking like this at 18, but I didn’t want 
my future kids to deal with the worry and sadness I felt during my 
mom’s surgeries. A mastectomy was extreme, but I couldn’t live 

with the uncertainty of cancer hanging over me.
I signed on for two surgeries—first, doctors 

would remove my breast tissue and replace it with 
expanders that stretched my skin to prepare for 
implants. The first surgery left me feeling like I’d 
been hit in the chest with a baseball bat. The 
expanders made my breasts look like round 
balls, and tubes draining blood and fluids stuck 
out of me. I felt like an alien. 

When I finally got my implants three 
months later, it was just me and my mom in my 
room as I unwrapped the bandages to see my 
transformed body. I prayed the implants looked 

natural! I held my breath, afraid of what I might 
see, but then I opened my eyes and thought, 
Wow! I looked like me again, and I would never 
have to worry about having breast surgery because 
of cancer in the future. Removing my breasts was 
a major decision, but I made the right choice for 
me. Even though the risk of breast cancer for  

most girls is very low—only 1 out of 1,000 girls ages 15 to 24 will 
get breast cancer this year—it’s important to let people know  
about this gene. By finding out about my risk, I was able to do 
something about it. Now I can live my life my way. 
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make a great first impression • go to college for free! • “i had my breasts remOVed at 18!” • earn $100 this weekend! •

‘‘i had my 
breasts 

removed   
at 18!’’

The last thing you want to do is live 
in fear. So when Sarah, 19, found 

out she had an 87 percent chance of 
cancer, she made a gutsy decision.

17

 “Angelina Jolie and I  
 had the same kind of   
 surgery. I respect her   
 for opening up about   

 having the BRCA gene . . .   
 I hope she does more  

 to spread awareness!” 


